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S.A.B. Is Falling Down

"The trend away from religious-oriented education,
After weathering years of threats from New England storms, termites,
as exemplified by the God-is-dead movement, may be campus planners and devotees of landscape beauty, the old wooden Student Activireversed only through a modern renaissance in our ties Building is coming down at last. Boston College's unofficial World War II memchurch-run universities."
orial will cede its place on campus to the Social Science Center.
This was the gist of an address
which Rev. Charles F. Donovan,
Academic Vice-President and
Dean of the School of Education,
delivered to members of the Boston College Club in Newark, New
Jersey.
Reported in an article in the
Bergen Evening Record, March
21, 1966, Fr. Donovan's speech
stated that the God-is-dead philosophy, which has achieved recent
popularity, is deplored by many

members of all churches.
"Fr. Donovan," the article continued, "told1of a Protestant sculptor who fled the amoral and immoral life of New York and
Paris to settle at the Boston

school.

"The sculptor said that he
came to a Christian campus not
to save himself but to save his

ar^.
"Fr.

Donovan quoted Dr. William Pollard, physicist and head
of Brookhaven Atomic Laboratory
as saying that only religious-oriented institutions can lead to a
renaissance of spiritual life in the
United States."
"What we would like to see
at Boston College is precisely
this contribution to the Christian
communal university," Father
Donovan said, "and the student
coming here should know why he
is coming to 'Boston College, and
if he does not know, he should
not come."
"Today's Boston College students are thirsty for a Catholic
world view by which they can
mold their lives, he said, and this
is a very hopeful sign."
"Of 391 seniors in the College
of Arts and Science last year,
he said, almost 90 percent will
eventually go on to graduate
schools."
"Many of these will probably
find places on the faculties of
non-Catholic institutions, he said,
and can make a significant contribution to American education
because of their diverse background, compared to those with
only secular schooling."

Education Holds
Parent Weekend
The Student Senate of the
School of Education will sponsor
its Spring Parents Weekend on
Saturday, April 23, and Sunday,
April 24. The program will open
at 2 p.m. Saturday in Campion
Auditorium with addresses by the
Very Reverend Michael Walsh
and Reverend Robert Hoey.
A student panel on college pressures will be followed by the
presentation of awards to the outstanding Junior man and woman
in the School of Education.
The weekend will close with a
lawn concert presented by the
BC Eagles Band in front of Bapst
Library.

Ad Majorem Dei Gloriam
The following letter was distributed
to the parishioners of the Church of St.
Ignatius, Lake St.and Commonwealth Aye:
Dear Parishioners and Friends:
We look forward with great joy to the day
we will have our new altar.
When the priest will face the people saying
Mass?then will the chalice he holds with the
Precious Blood be appreciated. All will want
to share in the making of the special chalice
needed for the new altar.
If all would give of their valuable keepsakes to the Church Collection of gold and diamonds ?we can present a solid gold chalice to
our Lord on the occasion of the first Mass on
the new altar.
Fourteen karat wedding bands are most
acceptable. What better use can they be used
for than a Sacred Chalice? Any rings, earrings
or brooches with diamonds will be used in fabricating a diamond cross for the base of the
chalice.
We are most grateful for your gold, silver,
and jewels donated over the past 20 years.
Your altar accessories are as nice today as

they were when new because you cared.

For your convenience you may drop your
gold and jewels in the collection box or give
them to one of the fathers from now till the
Sunday after Easter.

The following letter was sent to the BC
Knights of Columbus:
Bruxelles. 30-1-1966
Dear friend,

with a request that I begin. I was for
last two years in the metropolitan church,
Changanacherey, Kerala, India. In that parish
there are about two thousands 'Harijan ChrisIt is

tians' with other catholics.

Harijans are the fourth cast of Hindus.
When they are received in the church they are
called Harijan Christians. They have no land
of their own, no proper house of their own, and

no education. All of them are 'Koolies.'

In the parish I was specially working for
them. Many of them are in utter poverty. I
have seen many families in which they eat only
once in a day. Many live in such a condition
which does not fit the human dignity. That was
the condition when situation was normal. Now
as you know there is a serious threat of famine
in India and specially in Kerala which is most
thickly populated. So their condition is very
miserable. Many of them are struggling for
their life.
So in their name I beg you to help them,
by yourself or with your friends. You know better than me where Our Lord is found and what
is our real wealth. I shall not prolong.

On Oct. 15, 1966, the University
will begin construction of a four
million dollar building designed to
blend in with its surrounding
neighbors, Carney, Fulton, Cushing, and Campion, thereby changing from the "backyard of the
middle campus" into a unified
Beacon Street approach.
The Social Science Center has
two major goals:
1) the promotion of research in

the social sciences
2) social service to the University and to the surrounding metropolitan community.

To attain these goals?most of
the social science facilities of the
university will be united under its
roof. The School of Social Work
will move on campus leaving its
present quarters on Newbury
Street in Boston. The recently inaugurated Institute of Human Sciences will move from its offices
in McElroy into the new Center.
Along with them will come the
departments of Psychology and
Sociology. In addition there will
be facilities for Special Education programs, the Educational
Testing Services and a Guidance
Center for the entire University.
The new building will be five
stories high with 134,000 square
feet of floor space. This is approximately the same amount of space
as is found in Higgins Hall, the
physics-biology complex now under construction next to Devlin.

Its structure will be of reinforced concrete with facades of
limestone and granite, to match
We will dedicate the new chalice to the
its neighboring buildings. Construction will take about eighteen
you
abundantly
to
Praying
God
bless
and
Prince of Peace.
months and will be financed in
fulfill all your desires, I remain.
God love and bless you all.
part, it is hoped, by government
Yours sincerely,
funds.
Gratefully yours,
Johnsen and Gowing Associates
(Signed) Fr. Antony Nirappel
The Parish Fathers
are the architects.
Within the building the following facuities will be found: an auditorium seating 250, 25 classrooms and seminar rooms, 78 offices for faculty and staff, 31 research facilities for social science
projects, laboratories for the Psychology department, space for
cate students and faculty concern- tion to the field of Special Edugroup dynamics research and for
ROTC Flick
ing the Seven Danger Signals for cation, are: Joseph Gilbert, Ed.
graduate students, and finally a
2)
to
Ann
'67;
Masci,
'67;
cancer;
and
collect funds
Carol
Ed.
A short orientation and brieflibrary for the School of Social
Ettore Morterelli, Ed. '67; Eileen
ing op the 2-year ROTC Summer for the 1966 Cancer Crusade.
Work.
Camp Program will be held Tables will be set up in the Kearns, Ed. '67; and Bonnie FibApril 6 from 2 to 3 p.m. in Car- Eagle's Nest the week of April kins, Ed. '67.
These students will receive full
ney ID6. The program is of spe- 18 to collect money for Cancer
mi
cial interest to Sophomores. A Research.
tuition plus $1,600 for senior year i The BC magazine stand
expenses.
film of the Fort Knox, Ky. sum! the Eagle's Nest will distribute,
mer camp will be shown at the
materialsfor organizations too]
Ed. Scholarships
meeting.
small to staff a table themi
Math Critique
The Department of Special Edu[ selves.
(
cation has announced that five
The Ricci Math Academy has
Cancer Week
scholarships have been published a course critique of [ This past week the stand,
full
I helped the Education women's
The Massachusetts Chapter of awarded by the United States Of- math electives.
critique
is free and is availchocolate sale.
the American Cancer Society, with fice of Education to students in The
]
the cooperation of the Mendel the Boston College School of Edu- able to any interested math stu- | Organizations desiring
Club, is sponsoring a College Can- cation.
dents between now and pre-regislar aid should contact Paul i
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We Have Overcome

"WE HAVE OVERCOME"
The dissatisfaction of theresident men
with the food served in the men's dining
hall has been a well-known problem for
many years. It goes back as far as the
memories of the present students extend,
and the arguments on both sides have
been particularly vociferous during the
present academic year. The serious-nature of the situation was epitomized in
the widespread sickness resulting from
the Christmas banquet.
The frustration of the resident men
came to a head at a recent open meeting
with students and the Director of Student Personnel Services, Fr. George
Drury. The students criticized the food
and felt that there could be little improvement with present personnel and facilities. Fr. Drury refused to admit this and
said that he intended to improve the existing situation from within.
Last week, however, the problem was
solved to the satisfaction of almost everyone. A new catering service will take over
late in April, and the choice of a pay-asyou-go system for next year is left to the
resident men. This is a serious decision
to make, and we would hope that the resident men will justify the faith the Administration has demonstrated in them
by making an intelligent choice.
For it was a demonstration of faith.
And for this demonstration, and his swift
and concerned response to the student
demonstration and requests, we are happy to praise Fr. Walsh. It is such responsiveness to student problems and simul-

dent leadership. The leaders of the orderly demonstrations, and in particular Mr.
Anthony Deluca, acted forcefully and
with great responsibility to. remedy a bad
situation by peaceful means. A supplementary encouraging vote was the introduction to the students of the new Executive Assistant to the President, Fr. Laurence Dorr. In speaking to the students
about the new changes, Fr. Dorr was refreshing with his ability to deal and understand student problems, defense of
flexibility in administrative programs,
and willingness to admit that he did not
have all the answers.
Unfortunately, several of the underlying problems that resulted in the dramatic outburst last week are still with us.
Preeminent among these is the total ineffectiveness of the normal channels of
student administration communication,
namely Fr. Drury and the Council of Resident Men, to discuss and achieve needed
change. A real effort on the parts of
these so-called student leaders and administrators must be made to keep student
demonstrations from becoming the only
effective means of progress.
Finally, we hope that now that the
food problem is solved, student activists
can move on to more intellectually-oriented problems.

-
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"NOW AS YOU KNOW THERE IS A
SERIOUS THREAT OF FAMINE IN
INDIA.
THEIR CONDITION IS
VERY MISERABLE.
MANY OF
THEM ARE STRUGGLING FOR THEIR
LIFE."
"We are most grateful for your gold,
silver and jewels donated over the past
20 years. Your altar accessories are as
nice today as they were when new because you cared. For your convenience
you may drop your gold and jewels in the
collection box or give them to one of the
fathers from now till the Sunday after
Easter."
"SO IN THEIR NAME I BEG YOU
TO HELP THEM, BY YOURSELF OR
WITH YOUR FRIENDS. YOU KNOW
BETTER THAN ME WHERE OUR
LORD IS FOUND AND WHAT IS OUR
REAL WEALTH."
Jesus Christ.

. .
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LETTERS

Times A'Changin
To the Editor:

Pope John XXIII with the guidance of the Holy Spirit initiated
the aggiornamento in the Church.
The Bishops of the Church including the Cardinal Archbishop
of Boston translated the prophetic
message of John into the decrees
of the council. Now remains the
task of implementing the message
of renewal in the local Church.
The policy at St. John's Seminary, exemplified in the expulsion

of eight seminarians, leaves a
doubt in my mind as to whether
taneous action to alleviate difficulties that the
Administration of the diocese
gives us great encouragement for future has truly grasped the meaning of
and the necessity for change and
progress at Boston College.
A vital new element to emerge from renewal in the Church.
Sincerely,
the past week's events was the active stu-

"Go Sell What Thou Hast"

Jesus Christ.
"If all would give of their valuable
keepsakes to the Church Collection of
gold and diamonds, we can present a solid gold chalice to Our Lord on the occasion of the first Mass on our new altar."
"THEY HAVE NO LAND OF THEIR
OWN, NO PROPER HOUSE OF THEIR
OWN, AND NO EDUCATION."
"Fourteen karat wedding bands are
most acceptable. What better use can
they be used for than a sacred chalice."
"MANY OF THEM ARE IN UTTER
POVERTY.' I HAVE SEEN FAMILIES
IN WHICH THEY EAT ONLY ONCE A
DAY. MANY LIVE IN SUCH A CONDITION WHICH DOES NOT FIT THE HUMAN DIGNITY."
"Any rings, earrings or broaches with
diamonds will be used in fabricating a
diamond cross for the base of the chalice."
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In Bad Taste
To the Editor:
I read with misgiving the article on fiscal policy in The
Heights this past week which so
unnecessarily attacked Prince
Walker's efforts as campus council treasurer. Since the question
of the allocation of funds was
eventually cleared up, I see no
reason why it was necessary to
point fingers and wag tongues.
Prince Walker was an officer
last year, and we heard no comment then of his inefficiency or of
taking "undue advantage." Memories are short-lived for the agreeable things, and charity sorely
lacking in the more unpleasant
events.
Before criticizing Mr. Walker
publicly and harshly, I would urge
one to try carrying a full course
load, working full-time nights, and

a campus-wide position. The responsibility is tremendous; yet
Mr. Walker was able to carry it
last year, and I see no reason
why he would not have done so
this year had he not been "hampered by a prolonged illness" (as
indeed he was).
I see no reason why one mis-

take calls for a campus-wide
dunking ceremony.
In short, the attack on Prince
Walker was uncalled for and in
bad taste.
Sincerely,
Inge Johannssen
Grad Nursing '67

Starry Thanks
Commanding Officer
Cadet Officers Club
Boston College ROTC Brigade

Dear Sir:
The officers and men of Detachment B-22, sth Special Forces
Group (abn), Ist Special Forces,
wish to express their gratitude
for your fine expression of appreciation as portrayed by Operation "Christmas Star." Being
personally knowledgeable from
past association with the Cadet
Officers Club, I can only say that
this is another example of the
many fine projects initiated and
carried through to completion by
your outstanding organization.
Please express my personal

gratitude to the students, alumni
and friends of Boston College for
their support of our efforts in the
Republic of Vietnam. It is often
difficult to express in words the
warm feeling that is generated
just by knowing that someone
cares and understands. Having
served in Vietnam on a previous
assignment, when many people in

the United States were unaware
of the magnitude of the struggle
going on, and unfortunately in
many cases made no attempts to
find out, I am able to compare
the morale and esprit dc corps
that existed at that time with
conditions today. Believe me, there
really is no comparison. The differences occur largely as a result
of having people like yourselves
solidly with us in this struggle
which must be won if mankind is
ever to live in peace and dignity,
free from communist aggression.
The gifts which you sent have
been distributed throughout the
three provinces of Binh Dinh, Phu
Yen, and Phy Bon which are located in the central highlands of
the Republic of Vietnam. My subordinate Special Forces "A" Detachments, located throughout
these provinces, have shared
many of the items with their
young Vietnamese friends. The
warm heart of Boston College has
truly reached far.
I think often of the Heights, and
the many fine friendships developed while I was stationed there.
Please convey my personal regards to the PMS, the Brigade,
and the Instructor Group.

Sincerely,

Donald M. Wood
Major, Infantry
Commanding

Mental Discipline
To the Editor:
Mr. Sullivan has touched on a

most important point in calling

for a total revamping of the
theology curriculum. The most
pressing need, I would say, is for
a course in contemporary theology. It could, without the slightest difficulty, replace the space
taken up by the all too often
Feeneyite course in eoclesiology
(which subject would be subsumed
by the courses in New Testament
and the historical development of
Christian dogma).
To get back to the value of a
course in contemporary theological problems, though, I doubt that
anyone would seriously deny the
need for developing in the student
of a Christian college the mental
discipline of theology. And how
better to do this than by examining the major theologians and
theological problems of our day?
Tillich, Barth, Buber, Rahner, dc
Chardin?these men's works have
far more to commend themselves
than a semester spent in rapt
amazement contemplating the
Four Marks of the Roman Catholic Church.
Spencer G. Weig
A & S, 1966

Mag Rack
To the Editor:
In regards to Robert Sullivan's
article in The Heights (March 28):
I took steps last week to secure
Commonweal, The National Catholic Reporter, and The Critic.
Since the major distributor of
Catholic periodicals, the Paulist
Press, does not carry these magazines it was necessary for me to
order them direct from the publisher.
I expect to be able to begin selling them shortly after Easter vacation. In regards to The Catholic Worker they do not mail it in
bulk for some reason.
I hope student interest in these
publications will be sufficient to
prevent them from becoming a
loss.
Sincerely,

Paul Bail
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Food Changes

"We Shall Eat Good Food"
By Gerry Shea. Managing Editor

The food problem at BC took its first decisive step toward a sucessful solution late last week. In a meeting which climaxed four days of student agitation for
improved food Fr. Michael P. Walsh S.J., President of Boston College, disclosed
plans which include a new food service and a "pay-as-you-go" meal plan.
Conferring with Fr. Walsh cal set-up is adequate is obvious.
were seven representatives of the This was recently pointed out by
resident community:
Edward Dr. Hale Cook, head of the NewO'Reilly, '66, Stephen Miller '66, ton Board of Health, in an interRalph Santopietro '66, Philip Mc- view with the Heights. Stating that
Govern '67, Anthony DeLuca '67, "in no inspection at BC have we
Robert Sullivan '66, and Peter ever found dangerous health conDriseoll '68. The first four stu- ditions," Dr. Cook praised the BC
dents were representatives from kitchens for their over-all cleanthe Council of Resident Men, the liness and the staff for its dedicathree remaining students were tion to duty.
from the Ad Hoc Committee.
Some members of the Board of
The action came after three Health did cite certain situations
demonstrations protesting the food which could be improved. Among
situation. These orderly demon- the suggested improvements were
strations were planned and di- additional freezer space, milk marected by the Ad Hoc Committee chines to replace the milk car?a group organized after the food tons, and refrigeration of the
meat preparation room.
riot of Sunday, Mar. 28.
Despite the clean bill of
themselves
The demonstrations
marked a first at BC. After years health given to the kitchens, the
of discontent with the food, in- student dissatisfaction was not
terspersed with occasional food abated. Continued efforts by the
riots, the resident student body students, working through the
proved itself to be an effective Food Committee of the Council
force in acquiring answers to of Resident Men, produced little
else besides statements of goals
pressing problems.
Earlier this year the discontent and promises.
had become more evident than In an attempt to outline the
ever before. At the Christmas problems concerning food and set
banquet for resident students down specific proposals for the
there was an ill-fated attempt at solutions of these problems, the
a mass boycott. While the boy- Food Committee issued an eight
cott was ineffective the banquet page report in January. Among
did induce a reaction from the the proposals was a suggestion
student body?intestinal sickness. that a credit roint system be inWhile a causal relationship was itiated whereby the student be
never established between the charged only for the meals he
banquet and the many cases of chose to eat.
intestinal sickness which appeared Father Drury said that the Adimmediately thereafter, there was ministration was opposed to this
a thorough investigation of the plan because there were no other

tested itself openly Sunday, March
28, by means of a food riot. The
supper meal which provided an
immediate reason for the venting
of student discontent was veal cutlet sandwiches with tomato sauce.
The riot, begun by a lone, soaring
milk carton, immediately turned
into a tray-throwing melee which,
while no more than one minute
long, left McElroy dining hall littered with un-eaten food and overturned chairs.
The feeling among the resident
community was one of triumph.
It was a triumph over the forces
which had not responded adequately to student demands. But
it was a triumph of force?shortlived and unimpressive.
Responding lo the volatile situation wore groups of students who
realized that however exciting it
might be lo have a food riot, it
was totally ineffective. These students knew that Ihe riot's only accomplishment was a further alien-

"... the motivating force
at an open meeting of the Council of Resident Men, it was announced that Father Walsh
would meet with seven representatives of the resident community.
By this time the Ad Hoc com-

ation of the administration and
destruction of trust and respect mittee, spontanously organized by
between the students and the ad- interested students in
reactions to
ministration. Like all violent demSunday's
working
riot,
food
was
onstrations, however, the food riot

did gain the attention of the school effectively.
and provided incentive for further
For Wednesday night the comdemoastration.
mittee called a peaceful march,
This incentive was employed to starting at Chevcrus Hall on the
its most successful use
orderly upper campus and proceeding
student demonstration. Students through
campus to St. Mary's
agitation, in the form of a well
directed demonstration continued Hall. Despite a steady rain the
march proceeded on schedule, arriving at St. Mary's at 4:50 pm.
While the students gathered outside, singing a modified version
c, r "We Shall Overcome," Mr.
Anthony Dc Luca, A&S '67, presented a letter requesting immediate changes in the food system.
Primary among these requests
was the "pay as you go" plan,
similar to the credit point system
proposed earlier by the Council of
Resident Men. The domonstrafion
concluded after Fr. Laurence A.
Dorr, S.J. Executive Assistant to
Ihe President, spoke briefly to the
waiting students. After the march
all demonstrations were halted,
pending the results of the next
day's meeting between Fr. Walsh
and the student representatives.
The conference on Thursday afternoon pointed up the forcefulAFTER THE MEETING, Heights Editor Bill Waldron talks with student representatives, from left to right: ness of the week's demonstration.
Randy Santapietro, Tony DeLuca, Bob Sullivan, Ed O'Reilly, Phil McGovern, Steve Miller, and Pete Driscoll. Fr. Walsh announced that the food
situation would be changed imkitchen facilities in McElroy Din- nearby facilities where students on Monday night when, at 5:55
mediately.
ing Hall.
could have a meal. He said they pm (the support period normally
In elaborating, Fr. Walsh stated
George
Drury,
considering
proAt the time Fr.
were not
such a
concludes at 6:00 pm) a large that the following day, four naS.J., Director of Personnel Serv- posal, and added "we don't enices, stated, "We were unable to vision changing the present plan." number of students showed up for tional food services would be flyisolate the specific cause of the In February, Fr. Drury said dinner. Because of this the cafe- ing in to study the situation in
sickness after the Christmas ban- that there were three immediate teria had to remain open until McElroy dining hall. After the
since then we have em- goals concerning the food: re- 6:20 pm. This peaceful show of studies are completed these com
quet
panics will bid for the manageployed the Massachusetts Dairy ceiving greater warmth for all
Laboratories to check regularly on food served, providing a greater force and solidarity impressed ment of all food services on camall health aspects of food prepa- variety of salads and desserts for upon any observer the determina- pus. Fr. Walsh noted that this
ration." Since that time there the regular dinner, and the serv- tion cf the students to acquire a would include McElroy and Lyons
Snack Bars, and the faculty Dinhave been additional health ing of meat more often at break- solution to the food problem.
studies made, all of which found fast.
The following night a similar ing Hall, as well as the Resident
the sanitary condition of the McFr. Drury also warned that, demonstration was held, this time dining hall in McElroy. The food
Elroy kitchen to be acceptable.
"Too often we end up talking in beginning with a gathering of service will take over before May
Speaking on the health studies generalities about the evils of students outside McElroy Com- 1, possibly as soon as April 20.
After the food services have
Mr. Coughlin, the director of Food the situation. A listing of con mons and climaxing with the forServices, commented on the help- crete, particular objections mation of one line with approx- concluded their study and refullness of the health reports would be much more useful and imately 600 students in the dining ported to Fr, Drury, the choice
hall (the cafeteria usually oper- of "pay-as-you-go" will be left
?"because the people that made productive."
them were extremely intelligent It soon became obvious that the ates with three food lines). This up to the students. According
and they were able to offer con- resident students were not satis- necessitated keeping this single to Fr. Walsh "the problem of
crete suggestions whch will help fied with piecemeal attempts to food line open until 7:10 pm.
price and alternate eating placThe demonstrations had made
es are the responsibility of the
us."
eliminate the problem.
That the condition of the physiThis growing discontent mani- the point. Later that evening, students." If chosen, this pro-

..

.

?

.
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gram would !>e initiated next

semester.
Stating that "When I was a student, I probably would have
joined the demonstration," Fr.
Walsh pointed out that the demonstrations did not bring about the
decision to change, but merely
pushed the date of announcement
up from the end of the semester
lo the present time.

Reviewing the major complaints
concerning food, Fr. Walsh singled out three categories. Concerning finances, he noted that
Mr. Coughlin had never been re-

fused any requests for funds.
Contrary to the charge of insufficient facilities, Fr. Walsh noted
that the Lyons dining hall was
built to feed 3,000 people. The
shortage of personnel, unfortunately, has impaired the operation
of the dining hall in the past.
On Thursday night, Fr. Dorr
spoke in McElroy Lounge to explain the announcements which

Fr. Walsh issued that afternoon.
By way of explanation, Fr. Dorr
pointed out that BC has never
before had a food concession, but
that Mr. Coughlin was merely a
manager of the food services. He
contended that the students should
carefully weigh the information
which will be presented to them
concerning the "pay-as-you-go"
plan. He felt assured that their

"technicalities" could be worked
out between the students and the
food service. Commenting that the
"demonstrations didn't bring
about decision." Fr. Dorr said
that altogether he probably would
have done the same thing in the
same situation, "there is going to
be, unfortunately, a certain
amount of unhappiness here and

there that could have been avoided if the decisions that had been
made had been able to have time
to work out."
Regardless of the relative effect
of the demonstrations versus previous decisions in the recent
changes, these demonstrations did
point out that the students are
concerned enough to act and are
willing to act orderly and forcefully. Unofficial and spontaneous
organization of interested students
was the basis and the motivating
force behind last week's action.
The students have challenged the
Council of Resident Men to see
that the changes are implemented.
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THE HEIGHTS

Wednesday, April 6, 1966

Baseball, Track Teams

Open Spring Schedules
The harbinger of spring at Boston College is not the robin, but rather the opening of the track and baseball seasons.
The baseball team, under the direction of coach Eddie Pellagrini officially inaugurated the 1966 season yesterday afternoon against MIT in Cambridge, while
the track squad starts its outdoor schedule April 16 when the first annual BC Relay
Carnival is set for Alumni Stadium.

Wolters Captain, MVP
At First Hoop Dinner

Entries In the track event will
include most New England
schoo's and several teams from
the greater New York City

area.
Coach Bob Gilligan rates the
Carnival as having a two-fold
purpose. He declared .that it
would not only test the feasibility
of holding such an event yearly
at BC, but also serves as time
trials for the upcoming Perm

Willie Wolters, the most valuaHis 410 rebounds this season
ble player of this season's Boston set a new Boston College record
College basketball team, has been and finished fifth in the national
named captain of the 1966-67 rankings.
squad.
Among the other honors reWillie was elected captain by ceived this year were the MVP Relays.
his teammates prior to the trophy of the Beanpot Tournament
The Relay Carnival will gel unteam's breakup dinner last and selection to several Ail-Star derway at noon and last until
teams.
5:30 pm.
Tuesday night. Thirteen letterTurning toward baseball, BC
men took part in the voting, and
Willie received the necessary
can expect a strong team this
year. Senior Ed Foley will be
seven vote majority on the secthe mainstay of the pitching
ond ballot.
Doug Hice and Bob Rossi were
staff, while Pete Ford, Rick
Hutchinson and Tom O'Brien
also eligible for the post.
will provide strong relief.
A native of Brooklyn, N.Y.,
In the hitting department, the
Willie stands 6-8 and tips the
Eagles look for top performances
scales at 220 lbs. He is a junior.
He was an important factor in
from Ed O'Neill, Mickey Amick,
Bill Kiltly and Fred Prifty.
the Eagle's 21-5 record this past
Vacation games for Boston Colseason, with his steady rebounding and timely shooting. As a relege will include Springfield College (April 14, 3 pm) and Dartsult, he was given the team's
Most Valuable Player trophy at
mouth (April 16, 3 pm). Both
games will be played at Comthe first annual Awards Banquet
mander Shea Field.
last Friday night.
Willie Wolters

Heights Photo by Ed Amcnto

Super Skier

...shown
for the Boston College Ski team is freshreceiving several of his medals and

TOP AWARD WINNER
man Bill Toof, left, who is

trophies from team captain Steve Hamlet. Toof was the second ranked
skier in the New England Intercollegiate Skiing Conference and helped
boost the BC team into the seventh spot.

The Enchanted Roberts:

Eileen Farrell At BC

By Francis J. Bonkowski and Bob Mathieu

Miss Eileen Farrell, Metropoli- was executed with precisian and and proceeded to a rousing cantan Opera star, was presented in masltery.
clusian.
Pouconcert with the University
Miss Farrell then arrived on After a long intermission,
Gloria was performed as
Chorale and Festive Orchestra,
lenc's
stage. Her natural presence,

their particular talents.
However, there seemed to be a
certain superficiality, in spite of

brooding face, and concentrated
gaze drew all eyes to her. Singing the ariosos "Un bel di" from
Puccini's opera Madame Butterfly, Miss Farrell was tenderly
beautiful in this well-known piece.

pieces^
It was unfortunate that the concert had to be held in Roberts
Center, as the accoustical failures
of the building detracted from the
excellence of the performers, and
especially Miss Farrell's notes in
the lower register.
The program sheet offered

under the direction of Dc. C.
Alexander Peloquin at Roberts
Center. The evening's performance was most successful, and a
fine cultural achievement.
All participants contributed
significant musical achievements
to the entertainment; Miss Farrell
was magnificent. The Chorale accepted the responsibility of performing with Miss Farrell, and
performed exceedingly well. The
orchestra was adequate, and Mr.
Peloquin conducted with confidence and skill.
The program began wit the
"Coronation Scene" from Moussorgsky's opera Boris Gudunov.
Performing by themselves the
chorale reached brilliant volume
in this spirited piece. The difficult enunciation of the Russian

She then sang the aria "Pace,
Pace" from La Foria Del Destino, an opera by Guisseppe
Verdi.

play

the last selection. The intricate, particularly appropriate religious

modern interpretation of the joy-

ous hymn to God uses a secular,
jazz-like rhythm to express this
religious feeling. The play of the
brass and tympani was riotous.
Miss Farrell and the Chorale performed this challenging piece
with certainty and almost polished
precisian.
The range of the music demanded much, and Miss Farrell
performed with simplicity and
power. The chorale approached
the difficult polyphony with sure
skill. They responded more readily to Mr. Peloquin than the
orchestra, although their performance was marred only in details.

By delicately balancing tones,
she effected a controlled lyricism,
and employing a metered emotionalism, Miss Farrell was brilliantly dramatic.
The final work performed before intermission was the "Scena
c Preghiera" from Mascagni's
Cavaleria Busticana. Joining Miss The program was fairly well
Farrell in this resurrection hymn, chosen, allowing Miss Farrell, the
the Chorale faltered, recovered, Chorale, and the orchestra to dis-

some fine elaborations of the
musical pieces, and was helpful
to the audience. The enthusiasm
remained high throughout, and the
standing ovation at the close of
the performance sums up properly
the tone of the whole evening.
Dr. Peloquin and the chorale
should be praised for their fine
achievemenlt.

DS To Present "Scandal"

School For Scandal is a restoration manner comedy. It deals
with the failings of the English
society on a level of hypocrisy
and false concern with reputation.
Sir Peter Teazle is losing his
wife to the "School For Scandal"
kin, S.J., and will feature:
who can kill a reputation "with
Paul O'Brien as Sir Peter Teazle every word." The plot is complicated by the rivalry of two
Elena Latice as Lady Teazle
Arch Russell as Joseph Surface brothers for a large inheritance
Bob Sullivan as Charles Surface and the return of a long lost relative.
Donna Martineili as Maria
Spencer Weig as Rowley
The performances will begin at
Paid Lavrakas as Moses
8:00 p.m. in Campion Auditorium.
Carol Frono as Mrs. Candor and Admission is 75 cents for student
Stan Bowker as Sir Oliver
and $1.50, general.

On Thursday and Friday evenings, Apr. 21 and 22, 1966, The
Boston College Dramatic Society
will present John Brinsley Sheridan's comedy of errors, The
School For Scandal.
The production will be under
the direction of Rev. Joseph Lar-

BC Chorale and Eileen Farrell

Miss Farrell

